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QUESTION 1

An administrator of a corporation needs to view a worker\\'s salary basis, change it, view the salary history, 

and do a graphical analysis of changes made to the salary. However, the administrator is not able to do 

these things. 

Identify the three correct roles that will give the administrator access to complete the process. (Choose 

three.) 

A. Line Manager 

B. Compensation Manager 

C. HR Specialist 

D. Expenses Manager 

Correct Answer: ABC 

 

 

QUESTION 2

Your client wants you to create a single Compensation Change statement that includes compensation awarded for
multiple plans. What would you, as an implementation consultant, advise your client? (Choose the best answer.) 

A. Create a Compensation Statement Plan with cross-references to compensation awarded in each plan. 

B. Create a custom data model that can pull compensation awarded from different plans and display the data using a BI
publisher layout. 

C. Create a separate Change statement template for this purpose and associate it with the Statement group for which
this is required. 

D. This is possible only in the on-premises model using customization and is not possible in an Saas instance.
Therefore, you would respond accordingly to the client. 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 3

A worker complains to the Human Resources department that the total amount does not add up to the amount of salary
received in the bank. The department informs the worker that certain items that are shown in the Compensation
Statement do not comprise the actual amount paid. The department now wants to make the statement more relevant to
workers to avoid such situations. What should you do to accommodate this requirement? (Choose the best answer.) 

A. For each item, specify the Excluded from Gross amount option to indicate that this compensation is not the actual
amount paid. 
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B. For each item, specify the Estimated amount option to indicate that this compensation is not the actual amount paid. 

C. For each item, specify the Unpaid amount option to indicate that tis compensation is not the actual amount paid. 

D. For each item, specify the Indicative amount option to indicate that this compensation is not the actual amount paid. 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 4

Which two statements are true about Base Pay? (Choose two.) 

A. For Base Pay earnings elements, eligibility is determined by the salary basis that is assigned to the worker. 

B. You attach elements at various levels in the Salary object hierarchy to create deductions and earnings that can be
processed in a payroll run to calculate Base Pay. 

C. You attach a single earnings element to each salary basis to hold Base Pay earnings, and assign a salary basis to
each worker to calculate Base Pay. 

D. You enter a salary basis for each worker that becomes the worker\\'s Base Pay earnings. 

E. For Base Pay earnings elements, eligibility is determined by the deduction basis that is assigned to the worker. 

Correct Answer: AC 

Reference: https://docs.oracle.com/cd/E60665_01/common/FAIWC/F1443670AN12C58.htm#F595603AN1468A
https://docs.oracle.com/cd/E37583_01/fusionapps.1116/e20379/F720777AN425A7.htm 

 

QUESTION 5

As compensation manager, you are creating a Salary compensation item to define a total compensation statement.
Which two statements are correct about compensation items? (Choose two.) 

A. Compensation items are the foundation upon which the Compensation Statement is built. 

B. Compensation items cannot be used across statement definitions. 

C. Compensation items need not be mapped to the specific source from which the compensation information is
retrieved. 

D. Compensation items can be added to statement definitions directly. 

E. Compensation items are added to a compensation category to include them in statements. 

Correct Answer: AE 

Reference: http://docs.oracle.com/cd/E25054_01/fusionapps.1111/e20376/F566544AN493F2.htm (compensation items
and sources: explained) 
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